
 
In the Dark 

Director’s Statement 
 
As articulators of movement, Clowns walk on many tightropes. And, though tightropes have points of 
attachment, the Clown balances, traverses, even dances in the liminal space between them. This is the 
space where thresholds of sensation begin to have an effect physiologically, emotionally 
psychologically, or all three simultaneously. It is a transitional or intermediate phase in-between things 
and a place where things can come into consciousness.   
 
This is the third show that “James and Jamesy”, Aaron Malkin and Alastair Knowles respectively, 
have done together and I have had the pleasure of working on all three with them. With “In The Dark”, 
we have brought James and Jamesy deeper into that liminal space and further investigated their 
essential natures individually and what the relationship between them was. Who are they? What were 
the circumstances that caused these two to meet? When did it happen? What thresholds of sensation 
did they experience when they did? Where will it lead them? 
 
As this frame of questioning continued we found ourselves walking on progressively higher and 
thinner tightropes that were attached between things metaphysical and existential. Within our 
wondering we eventually decided that we had to strip things down to basics; simplify, as far as we 
could, and set some primary principles about identity, time, space, knowing and not knowing, and 
about Being itself. We then had to find a context for it all where James and Jamesy could share their 
journey through this liminal space. 
 
Soren Kierkegaard, who many consider the first existentialist philosopher, proposed that each 
individual is solely responsible for giving meaning to life and for living it passionately and sincerely.   
I think where we have come to on our creative journey appreciates this and moves to suggest that the 
evolution of that meaning we create and give to life individually is enhanced when we are courageous 
enough to walk the liminal tightropes of relationship between us all; to embrace the light and dark of 
what we know and don’t know in that space for the emergent possibilities they present.  
 
And so we offer a universe where the existential premise is that are two independent, innocent, unique 
and, up until now, solitary transmitters of light in the darkness perpetually setting up the potential for 
“something” to happen. They never have reason in their solitude to question what that “something” 
might be, what it is they are doing, who they are or where they are; simply, innocently existing to do 
what they do in perpetuity; a perfect Eden of innocence and ignorance in the darkness until…. they 
meet.   
 
We invite you to join us “In The Dark” and be privy to that initial meeting where their light first 
reflects off of an “Other” triggering a flood of new discoveries, sensations, questions, and realizations 
for each of them and, hopefully, a few for you in the audience as well.  
 
All the Very Best of De-Light,       
David MacMurray Smith 
 


